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ÿFTER

witnessing the colour.
the organisation, the flair for
the picturesque which was part
and parcel of the International
championship
at
cross-country
Bottsfort. 1 don't think we need
feel any qualms about the coming
European Games in August. M.
Clcmmt is indeed a veritable imprcssano
of athletics. The colour, the organisation
was magnificent. The latter is of course
an essential but the former provided
atmosphere and back-ground.
Le bag- piper Magniflque.
Sergeant Scott of the Glasgow Police
who flew over with the Scots' team at
the request of the Belgian officials was a
resplendent figure in Highland regalia.
What-a-man Charles who was in great
demand during his short stay in Brussels
led the parade of the teams on to the
race-course. Reigning champions France
led while host country Belgian brought
up the rear. Captain and champion of

each " competing country was
announced. Gaston Relff, Belgian;
Olympic, champion hoisted the
Olympic flag assisted by com¬
patriots Van Rumst and Mar*chal

Then with the teams facing the
stand Reiff presented each captain
with the triangular tri colour flag of
Belgium as a souvenir accompanied by
roars of applause from the crowd officially
given as 12,(XX) but unofficially as high
as 20.000.
It was indeed a gala occasion. Then
were hoisted coloured balloons represent¬
ing colours of the competing countries.
Finally the runners made their way to
the start which curiously enough took
place at the horses starting gnte.
This was indeed rather prophetic for
the fast gait throughout the race made
one almost believe that some of the
runners (Belgian and French in part¬
icular) imagined themselves to be steeds
rather than humans.
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kilometre covered b/ the leading
runner was announced by a pistol sho:
and the leaders and times announced. As
the runners passed the stand 8 times the
crowd had a splendid view of the chang¬
ing fortunes of the race.
While the race was in progress char¬
coal braziers were burning in the open.
heating tubs of water for the runners
when they returned to their Individual
but spacious quarters. Nurses and
ambulances were in attendance providing
of course an essential service though
perhaps not a little disquieting to runners
of the temperamental sort (and that of
course means almost the entire field).
Honours to France and Belgium.
Hearty congratulations to Lucien Theys
of Belgium the gallant and popular indiv¬
idual winner and to a wonderful French
Their
team on yet another victory.
pointage of 2. 3. 8. 9. 10. and II giving
ÿ43 pts. is wonderful team packing.
Strange too to find old friend Raphael
Pujazon only 21st and not in the count¬
ing six. while Cerou. 3rd last year filled
last counting place with 1 1 th.
Theys Tatics Were Correct.
Red-headed 23 year old Lucien Theys
proved himself an amazingly fit athlete
whilst of course he had the inspiration
His
of local enthusiasm behind him.
knowledge of the course must also have
been helpful. Yet even his most ardent
supporters must have felt that his victory
over Mimoun was something of a minor
Iÿach

surprise.

Theys forcing tatics may not have
been planned. They may have merely
been the expression of his urge to run.
of his magnificent condition. But the re¬
sult indicates that they were nevertheless
the correct tatics to use.
Theys also used running sense in
making his effort on the rising ground
the race-course, snatching
Just
a lead here which disconcerted Mimoun
and from which he could not recover.
Mimoun indeed admitted after the race
that it was the pace throughout that beat
him and deprived him of the finishing
powers for which he has become almost
prior to

world famous.

When Mimoun one of the four runners
in the world to break 30 mins. for 10.000
metres says it was fast then surely it
must have been fast.
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What The Watches Said.
But let us analyse some of the inter¬
vening stages of the race. What can we
say of the standard of a cross-country
race where the first 1.500 metres is
covered in 4 mins. 10 sees. 3.000 metres
in 8 mins. 30 sees, (remember Gaston
Reiff is the only man in the world to
have beaten 8 mias. for this distance).
The 5.000 metre mark was arrived In 15
mins. 10 sees. The 10.000 metres in 32
mins !
Some of the Belgian runners started

......

« •»
a
----- —— course made heavy by rain Aaron could
be a distinct handful to any runner. OIney
was also magnificent, while Saunders.
Eyre, Gosney and Hicks played their

LUCIEN THEYS

(Belgium)
Winnir of th, 1950 lain

national

Oo«*-Country
rac«, la likely to ran In
a special 2 mile* race at
ike Glasgow HighUoii
Gathering.

fast and tapered off somewhat whilst
and moved
up nicely at the crucial moment.
too

the

French leaders lay handy

From an individual point of view it
from half-distance and
when the real racing started Hamza fell
back to make a Thcys-Mimoun duel.
was a 3 man raci

Lap By Lap.
At the end of the first short lap
(1.400 metres) there was

a group of

some 15 runners slightly in the lead head¬
ed by Doms. Van Laere and Theys of
Belgium and completed by English trio.
Saunders. Gosney and Aaron.
At the end of the 3rd lap (just under

5 miles) it was Theys. Mimoun. Hamza.
Cerou. Five metres distant were Aaron.
Brahim. Vandewattyne.
Ten metres
away is Doms of Belgium— and a further
60 metres away a small group headed
by OIney. At the end of the 4th lap
(just over 7\ miles) it is Theys, Mimoun
and Hamza with Vandewattyne a further
25 metres away. Aaron fighting gallantly
40 metres away with Cerou (now feeling
the pace) and Brahim 70 metres distant.
A hundred metres away OIney and
Baldoma of Spain were striding together.
That Last

Lap.

Half-way round the last lap Theys and
Mimoun are locked together inscrutably.
Hamza is hanging on gamely 30 metres
away Vandewattyne holds 4th place. 60
metres back, whilst Aaron reaches for
the Belgian a mere 10 metres away.

Then emerges Baldoma of Spain.
Together are OIney and Petitjean just
behind them Doms. Brahim and Cerou
only too glad to keep each other

—

company.
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together but on that last hill Theys made
his effort — jumped his opponent and re¬

turned to the last straight of the race¬
course with a winning lead — if he could
hold on. To the applause of the crowd
he reached away from a tiring Mimoun
to reach the finishing line.
Theys Likes Grapes.

Theys is a small-holder and in the
summer is said to consume 2 or 3 lbs. of
grapes per day. Last year it will be re¬

called he finished 3rd in the special 2
miles at Glasgow Police Sports when
Fred Wilt of America beat Shrubb's 2
mile all-comer's record closely followed
by John Joe Barry.
Fred Graham has booked him for the

Highland Games on May 27th where he
will be one of the big attractions.
Whether or not he will turn out

to be
another Gaston Rciff of the track is per¬
haps too early to know but he is certainly
a master cross-country runner as well as
being a potentially brilliant track runner.

Aaron Was Superb.
England showed they were well on the
road back by finishing only 5 pts. behind
the grand Belgian team.
Taking into consideration the except¬
ionally high standard of the continental
runners Frank Aaron's display was really
magnificent. Although essentially a cross¬
country runner and perhaps shaded in
speed by the best continentals I am not
entirely without hope that the tenacious
English champion might yet pull off the

«whii

kjii

(iiiu

part.

Saunders

not perhaps at peak form

after his spiking accident did not let his
selectors down and showed he has the
right temperament for the Job.
A Magnificent Veteran.
Reg. Gosney 40 year-old veteran has
been a sterling runner for England. He
may not be the oldest International on
the trot but he has surely staked a claim
to be the finest veteran cross-country
runner of to-day. Hicks ran well but
might have been further up had he nursed
himself at the start.
" The Mountaineers."
Spain did well without their 2 stars.
Miranda and Coll : but Baldoma showed
himself to be of the same quality. Of the
new-comers. Switzerland did best to finish
5th of the 10 teams.
Scotland Packed Well— But
Scotland again ran merely moderately

....

finish 7th out of the ten competing
As I expected Andrew Forbes
Scot home but was far from
satisfied with his 29th place. Perhaps he
lacked the real cross-country background
and though he had no excuses to offer
on the score of fitness it does take some
time to recover from the reaction of such
an event as the Empire Games.
to

nations.
was first

The other Scots counters packed well
but had they been in the thirties instead
of the forties our team would have been
a good bit further up the ladder.
Cross-Country Is " Dur."
As they say in France cross-country

is

dur." that

— hard.

is

Yes

it can

be

task-master, so runners who had
a real bad day should not be too crest a hard

ADVFR IISERS

must

send

IMMEDIATELY for inclusion

Special May track feature issue.
Sports

promoters

copy
in

should send us

our

entry

forms to have on hand as we receive
many enquiries from throughout Britain.
This would save much time and re¬
writing and ensure a smooth functioning
of our free service.
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Look a( AndrO Paris one o.'
France's greatest runners. Last year hi
ipli: Saunders and Aaron in 6th place.
This time he was only 60lh ! Or look
at Paddy Fahy who last year ran so well
for Ireland in 19th place, Just one second
behind Lucien Theys this year's winner.
Paddy was struggling away back in 56th
place this year.
Captain of the Luxembourg team.
veteran Charles Heirendt dropped out
during the race— Yet in the autumn of
1947 he won considerable acclaim by his

fallen.

victory over Holden and other ranking

marathoners in the KOSICE marathon :
speaking of marathon runners that was a
grand performance of Hans Frischknecht
to finish 35 in the International for
Switzerland. For a man who is regarded
as primarily a marathon runner this was
good going.

Warning To Europe's Marathon
Experts.
Etienne Gailly who earned selection
for Belgium did not accept his place.
Gailly who should have been in the first
20— perhaps in the first 12 of this classic
cross-country field had he run did not
divulge the

reason

for his non-acceptance.

Nevertheless it seems fairly obvious that
Gailly intends to be a serious contender
for the European marathon champion¬
ship in August in Brussels. The heroic
failure of Wembley will make a serious
endeavour to be the heroic victor of
Brussels : and there is little doubt that
the speedy Belgian over the possibly
easier course could be a menace to
Holden, Leandersson and the Finns.

Russian Beats World Record.
Should Russia compete in this year's
European championships at Brussels as
they did at Oslo in 1946 they have in
Vanin who is recently reported to have
broken Hietanean's world record over
20,000 metres a runner who also could be
a real live marathon contender.

Doncaster— Sheffield Marathon.
Jack Holden. fresh from his grand
Empire Games triumph, had to retire at
20 miles in the annual Doncaster—
Sheffield marathon. He strained a liga¬
ment after stepping on a stone early on
in the race, but it is hoped it does not
affect his training for the more important
European marathon. Winner of the race
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41 years -old Bert Hemsley of Gosfor.'h.
incidentally another devotee of Arthur
Newton, was in superlative form. His
time of 2 hrs. 49 mins. 21.2 sees, seems
mediocre on paper, but just try it against
a terrific gale !
Bannister's Mile Grand Augury for
Track Season.
Gilbert Bannister's winning mile for
Oxford in the famous inter-varsity con¬
test at the White City was a superb
effort. Not.only because he again beat
the record with 4 mins. 14.8 sees, but be¬

—

cause of the controlled
ning with a fast last

of his run¬
lap of 58.2 sees.

nature

This was grand form for a March meeting
and so far Bannister is carrying out in
practice his avowed policy of gradual
improvement and development.
Equally brilliant was A. J. Burger's
pole vault of 13 ft. (another inter-varsity
record). The So. African used to the
more rarefied atmosphere of home had
perhaps this incentive in reaching for the
upper heights.
Interesting too was sprinter J. C.

Wilkinson's excursion into the quarter
mile event. A successful debut too, and
a more than useful time of 49.6 sees.
With the rumour that none other than
British sprint champion McDonald Bailey
has ambitions in the direction what price
the two meeting in a future A.A.A.
quarter championship ?
Highland Games May Surpass Last
Year's Success.
Glasgow's Highland Games got off to
a dazzling flying start last year.
These Games are a true gala occasion
and could well be a success without any
But hard-working
added attractions.
athletic Secy. Fred. Graham believes in
giving good measure for apart from his
booking of the Belgian Theys and other
track

stars,

he is likely

to

get the services

of 2 continental pole-vault experts. As
this is one of the most spectactular events
on the athletic programme it should
prove a grand attraction. Then of course
there is the 20 mile road race which may
renew the rivalry of Jack Paterson and
Charlie Robertson, marathon and exmarathon champion who may be tested
by stars south of the border.

Thrilling Relay Race.
The relay race for the trophy at present
held by Garscube could well be the event

of the athletic programme and a pointer
to the more coveted Scottish champion¬
ship.
Some of Scotland's greatest sprinter's
and half-milers may be taking part.
Garscubc have such as Fred Jewell.
J. J. Donnelly and W. C. O'Kane. Scottish

champions. Edinburgh Southern, may miss
Swiss Olympic runner Hardmeier but still
have sheet anchors in Smart and Crowe.
Maryhill. who have a great relay tradition
with names like Watty Calderwood.

Donald McLean. Geo. Dallas, Peter
Brown and Bobby Graham, have been
a shadow, but their prospects could

7

be vastly improved if they could call on
tall Henry Dove and John McLaughlin,
with keen promising runners coming on.
Victoria Park, for several years a brilliant
and consistent track club, have a host of
contenders

for

their

INDIVIDUALS.

I. Lucien Theys (Belgium)

J. E. PARRELL (Scotland)
19. B. BICKERTON (Scotland)
50. A. Ayala Merona (Spain)
51. K. Gichwrnd (Switzerland)
Morrow (Ireland)
52.

18:

45:42

2. A. Mimoun (Fr.) holder 45 : 50 4/5
3. Hamza (France)
46:00
4. F. Aaron (England)
46:09
5. M. Vandewattync (Belgium) 46: 10
6. B. Baldoma Rius (Spain)
46:32
7. H. Olney (England)
46:35
8. R. Petitjean (France)
46:38
9. A. No!let (France)
46:42
10. B. Brahim (France)
46 : 45
II. C. Cerou (France)
46:50
12. J. Doms (Belgium)
46:53

...

.

iJ. R. Te..ier (France)
14. G. Saunders IEngland)
15. Van Laere (Belgium)
16. A. Salter (Switzerland I
17. L Eyu (England)
IS R Go.ney (England I
19. Pedro )lmeno Sierra (Spain)
70. F. Herman < Malum)
71. R. Puiaron (France)
77. H. Hick. (England)
73. Yebra Rivera (Spain)
24. E. Renson (Belgium)
25. D. Thornton (England)
26. I. M.r.ha)l (Ireland)
27. W. Deneel (Belgium I
28. I. Guixn Vain (Spain)
29. A. FORBES (Scotland)
30.

31.
32.

33.
34

35.
36.

37.
38.

39.
40.

41.

(. Lata.ter

D. Appleby

J.R. Diamond
Srcrocl.

47 : 07

47 : 09
47 II
47 : 12
47 : 15

47 . 20

47 : 23
47 : 34

47 : 38
47 : 39
47 :42

47 : 50
47 ; 52
47 s 53

47 : 54
48 : 07
48 i 03
48 : 01
48 : 09
48 12

(Holland)
(Ireland)
(Ireland)

(Belgium)
P. Page (Switzerland >
H. FrUchnccht (Switzerland)
B. Lotada Santiago (Spain)
A. Kanzlg (Switzerland)
C. Owen. (Ireland)
A. Noonar (Wale.)

Aldazabal Azplaza
R Daniel. (Belgium)

S.

48: I3

48 : 14
48 15
•48 z 1 7

48: IS

...(Spain)

47. G. Coggin (England)
43. G. Sidubli (Switzerland)
44. C. D. ROBERTSON (Scotland)
45. R. REID (Scotland)
46. P. SINCLAIR (Scotland)
47. I Green (England)

...

Continued on

53.

...

48 : 29
48 : 39
48 : 40

48

I

42

48 : 46
48: 55

48. 55
49 : 07
19 00

kD.

E. Sandmeier (Switzerland!
Ree, (W.l„)

54
55. GEO. CRAIG (Scotland)
56. P. Fahy (Ireland)
57. R. Mcrgenthaler (Switzerland)
58. P. Fitzgerald (Ireland)
59 T. Moore (Ireland)
60. A. Pari. (France)
61. A. Prob.t (Switzerland)

62
63.

D. Slegt (Holland)

G.

83.

A.

Schumacher

pun*

9.

49: 19

..... 494949 .722820
.... 4949 . 344036
.... 49:42
.. 494949 494546
.... 4949 5453
49 57
.... 495050: 040158
.... 5050:183710
.... 5050 4951
.... 505150:. CO5556
.. 57 01
i

>

49

:

:

:
:

L. Vega. Avila (Spain)
64. M. White (Wale.)
65. J. V D. Veen (Holland)
I. Lloyd (Wale.)
67 T. Wood. (Wale.)
6®. L Hodman (Luxemburg)
69. Dying Ree. (Wale.)
70. J. Overdych (Holland I
71. H. Pinkert (Holland)
72. S. Bobeldyl (Holland)
73. C De Koning (Holland)
74 P Wallace (Wale.)
75. T. TRACEY (Scotland)
76. B Mathlu.se (Luxemburg)
77. H. Huizinga (Holland)
78 C Ham. (Wale.)
79. S Dobbelaere (Holland!
80. R. Rkaille (Luxemburg)
81. N. Velu (Luxemburg)
82. V Kln.ck (Luxemburg)

50 :

.

51 37
51 33
52 04
52 : 14
52 15
52

(Luxemburg)

84. M Barthel. (Luxemburg)
85: |. SANDERSON (Scotland)
4 failed to finub

..
..

ÿ

18

53 20
53 : 26
54 53
54 : 53
57:17
58 : 76

—

TRAM PLACINGS

I
7

—

FRANCE 2 3. 8 9. 10. 11-43 Point..
BELGIUM— I. 5. 12. 15 20. 24-77 Point..
3. ENGLAND -4. 7. 11 17 18. 72-82 Point..
1 SPAIN—6. 19 73. 28 36 10-157 Point..
5. SWITZERLAND— 16. 34 35 37. 43. 51216 Point..
6. IRELAND-76 31. 32 38. 52 56-235 Point..

.

7,

SCOTLAND— 29. 44.

Point*.

48 :41

...

With

works.

under

THE INTERNATIONAL,
Boitsfort, Brussels.

team.

McDonald and W. Christie they should
have no problems regarding their
sprinters. With Shettleston. Springburn.
Glasgow and Edin. Varsities and Scottish
record-holders Bellahouston. all having a
tremendous tradition to uphold in this
type of event we can look out for fire¬

WALES- 39 51

45. 46. 45. 49— 261

64 . 66 67. 69- 359 Point..
HOLLAND—30. 67. 65. 70. 7l. 72-370
Points.
10. LUXEMBOURG— 68 76 80. 81. 82 S3470 Point..
8.
9.
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PEAK TRAINING- OR OTHERWISE?
By BILL CLARK.

.

JN aIn recent
view of

Emmet Farrell wrote
their early fitness it will
be interesting to see how Saunders, Aaron
and their colleagues of the North fare
when the National and international
Note that Emmet
events come along."
made no personal comment either way.
Maybe it is not altogether correct to
credit the superiority of the Northern
runners in the Triangular and InterCounty races strictly to early fitness. In
the cross-country world the North of
England now has the edge on the South
and Midlands in quality and. given equal
issue

"

fitness, would put up a good show. How¬
ever. the superiority shown in these two

races was so marked that it was obvious
that the Northern lads were in better
trim. Reason for this is probably the
pre-Xmas road and cross-country League
racing in the North as opposed to the
semi-social inter-club matches in the South
and the lack of numbers in the Midlands.
This article is being posted to your
Editor the day before the English cham¬
pionships so that the " proof of the pudd¬
ing "

will perhaps be forthcoming

to¬

morrow and at Brussels in a fortnight's
[The sweeping victories of the
time.
North In the English National is now

—

history. Ed.|

Should
one train up so as to reach a peak for
the National and International and is
there any danger in being too fit too
early " Dr. Frank Aaron, a Pathologist
at Halifax General Hospital, has very
definite views on this point and plans his
training so as to be in full racing shape
over 10 miles crosscountry by end of
December. He considers that, having
attained racing condition three months
before the International, he is in a
position to combat chills, influenza and
other minor ailments without too much
loss of form whereas such set-backs may
result in the peak exponent failing to
reach his best or going stale in trying to
make up for lost time.
Anyhow, the question remains

"

'

Specious Excuses.
Have you over noticed that men are
always prepared to advance excuses for
not doing things that inherent laziness

inhibits them from doing : also for doing
others which they realise are possibly
harmful in some respects ? For example.
most chaps are prepared to train hard
for a month or two when an important
race is in the offing but will advance all
sorts of excuses for not training intensive¬
ly over a much longer period. They'll
say " I cannot spare the time " while at
the same time spending a couple of hours
most nights in casual reading or listening
to the radio. Or maybe " I'm too lightlybuilt to stand up to such a preparation "
and yet they ve never even tried it. I
remember a chap advancing as a reason
for drinking the fact that he was a
painter and needed to drink copious
quantities of beer in order to get the best
out of his system. Maybe it would to a
slight extent but a moderate amount of
milk would be much more effective. Why
not be honest with oneself and say
I
realise that harder training over a longer
period would bring better results but I'm
just not prepared to devote so much time
to the job " or. " I like beer and the
company that goes with it ? "
"

Food for Thought.
Here arc three questions for your
earnest consideration : " Is the ' peak *
training method part and parcel of accept¬
ance of season ? " Are the actual excuses
lor disappointing performance in major
objectives missed—peak and staleness—
due to building up too rapidly within a
restricted season ? " " Is the ' peak '
obtained by the usual up-and-down train¬
ing one's absolute peak or are there
altitudes of physical fitness obtainable by

—

intensive training carried

out

over

a

larger period of time ? " Here are some
details of the racing performances of
Zatopek and McKenley in 1948 to con¬
sider in conjunction with the above
questions.

Emil Zatopek : Winter 1947-48 com¬
in International cross-country races
and had runaway wins in the Britannia
Shield. Moroccan and Tour de Spa races.
Here are his performances at major meet¬
ings during the 1948 track season: May
9th. 5.000 metres, 14 29.6; 12th. 3.000
peted

22.2: 16th 3.000, 8: 18.0 ; 29th.
10.000 30: 28.4; June 6th. 5.000. 14:
20.0; 9th, 3.000. 8: 14.4; 11th. 3.000
8: 07.8; 1 7th, 10.000. 29: 37.0; 22nd.
5.000. 14: 10.0 : 30th. 5.000. 14: 21.0;
July 30th. 10.000 (Olympics). 29: 59.6:
8:

31st. 5.000 (Olympics). 14: 34.2; Aug.

2nd. 5.000 (Olympics). 14.17.8: 9th.
3.000, 8: 35.2. 13th. 3.000. 8: 18.0;
15th, 3.1XX). 8. 16.0; 18th. 5.000. 14:
21.4; 20th, 3.000. 8: 16.2; Sept. 5th.
5.000. 14: 28.4; 12th. 5.000. 14: 21.2;
26th. 10.000. 30 : 03.6 ; Oct. 2nd. 10.000.
30: 09.8; 3rd. 5.000, 14: 30.2; 10th.
5.000, 14: 22.2; 13th. 5.000. 14: 16.8.
Hustling" Herb. McKenley. During
1947-48 ran in Australia and.
returning some fast times, was beaten in
the Aussie championships. On returning
to the States returned the fastest time of
the season for 600 yards on a flat board
track of I : 12:1. Starting in mid-May
he clocked 46.2. 46.0. 46.4. 46 3. 46.2. 45.9.
46.2 sees, for 440 yards races and. for
the last two times, 400 metres. Olympic
400 metres final time 46.4 sees. On the
post-Olympic Continental tour McKenley
clocked the following times on separate
days between Aug. 25th and Sept. 5th
46.4, 46.1. 46.7. 46.9. 46.6. 46.1. 46.6
and also 3C0 metres in 30.4 ( 29.6 for 300
yards).
Ishould like you to note that Zatopek
was apparently not worried that he was
in such superlative condition during
winter 1947-48 as to win International
C.C. races by more than 2 minutes or
that, on June. 17th, six weeks before the
Olympics, he put up a 10.000 metres time
only 1.6 sees, outside Heino's world
record and 34.4 sees, inside Olympic
record : also that during July, when the
more orthodoxically-trained men would
be intensifying their training and racing.
Zatopek did not take part in an official
meet though undoubtedly kept up his
iron-man training. Similarly. McKenley
was in world-beating form for 2§ months
before the Olympics and on June 5th at
Berkeley. California, put up a world 440
yards record of 46.0. and July 3rd. at
Milwaukee, a world 400 metres record
of 45.9 sees. Despite Arthur Wint's
great win in the Olympic 400 metres
the most thrilling event of 'era all in my
opinion—many good judges considered
that McKenley threw the race away
when he hit the 300 yards mark in
**

winter

—

—
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little over even time. His European tour
performances over a period of only 12
days were the most remarkable in the
history of athletics no sign of a " single
peak " or fear of staleness there ! O.K.,
then. I ll just leave you to think over
this little lot and will give my own views
in a following article.

—

Running Coms>rnt<iry— Conllnutd from

pag*

7.

The medley relay has come in for
some criticism of late partly because it
has no Olympic counterpart, partly be¬
cause it lays too much responsibility on
the half-milcr. In a way these criticisms
may be Justified but it can be such a
thrilling event that 1 would be sorry to
sec it removed from the programme. So
on with the motley— pardon—medley !
Glasgow Police Capture American
Team.
But don't be alarmed it is only for the
duration of their athletic gala at Hampden
in June.
In addition Secy., Tom McKie,
has issued invitations to such world
famous stars as Fanny Blankers-Koen and
Gaston Reiff. When you add the best
of our home talent including Alan
Paterson and Duncan Clark, etc., this
should be quite a meeting.
Empire Champion may Star at
Meadowbank.
Some of the Scottish championship
field events are to be transferred to the
cosy Edinburgh Lighting and Cleansing
Department meeting to be held at
Meadowbank on June 17th. As the
hammer event will be included. Edinpurgh
patrons can look forward to seeing in
among others, such as Duncan
Clark fresh from his great victory in the
Empire Games. The stalwart Scot was
in rampant form throughout the tour to
the Antipodes giving rise to the hope
that he has not yet reached his zenith
and may win many more honours for
Sco:land and Britain.
action,

OH. THAT BROADCAST!
Our readers who heard the shameful
broadcast " Women in Sport " in a
featured programme on Good Friday
which was introduced by Raymond Glendinning should join with us in protesting
to the B.B.C. From an absurd introduc¬
tion to the conclusion of what might have
been an interesting discussion it was
completely nauseating.
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PERSPIRATION
Author of

By ARTHUR F. H. NEWTON,
Commonsense Athletics," etc.

a hot day he knows he's " for it " and
just takes it all for granted. But it's just
as well to understand what's going on
and where it is wise to draw the line :
you can take a temporary glance at the
subject without wallowing in science.

To apply energy mast economically
your body must maintain a normal
temperature. For countless centuries it
has been learning how to manage this
under constantly changing circumstances :
consequently the process has been rele¬
gated entirely to the subconscious mind.

kept within reasonable
bounds so long as you don't greatly ex¬
ceed your safety margin. The better
trained you are the wider this margin is.
but even so we are all apt to overstep
it at times and. when wc do so. it is as
well to know what precautions should
temperature is

be observed.

Then there are times when you per¬
spire so heavily that you get quite wet.
If you've carefully considered what I've
said above you'll know that this ought
to be avoided as far as possible : any
extension to excessive limits is abnormal
and therefore not too good for you under

and unless conditions get somewhat be¬

ordinary conditions.

yond the normal there's no particular call
for reason to step in and supervise the
system has long since thoroughly learned
the procedure and has become adept at it.
Whenever you take exercise you have
to get rid of the heat generated thereby.
because otherwise your temperature
would rise till disaster overtook you. In
cold weather most, if not all. of this extra
heat is absorbed by the atmosphere almost
as fast as it is produced, and unusual
perspiration may not be apparent. Of
course you are actually perspiring at all
points all the time, but it is quite unnotice-

harm you

—

the case of the lungs which
are always throwing off moisture if you
breathe on a pane of glass you can see
this at once.
except in

—

When the temperature is not so
accommodating, and you have something
rather heavy in the way of work, the
heat cannot be dissipated so con¬
veniently. and your physique then has »o
spend some of its stored up energy in
running its private refrigerating plant,
the outcome of which is perspiration.
This deposit much of the burnt up refuse
along with salt, dissolved in water.
through the pores of your skin. At the
same time an additional Jot is being dis¬
persed and disposed of by the quicker
breathing you are compelled to indulge
in.
The same sort of action then takes
place as goes on with a water-cooled
motor engine, with the result that the
extra

Even this won't

condition provided
you avoid recurrent overdoses. Another
point, too. has to be considered : when a
surplus is oiled on to ai already decent
output of work, a very great deal more
energy is required to drra' satisfactorily
with It. far more than the actual surplus
or

to

do that put a small quantity into

any cold drink you take while out for
exercise (or immediately after). In hot
weather you don't need hot drinks as
they would only " add insult to injury "

" Running," "

average athlete isn't concerned
'JTIEovermuch
about perspiration : if it's

able

care

and besides, salt in tea is not

nice.

A

reasonable dose would be as much as
you could pile on a silver threepenny-bit
stirred into a half pint of lemonade or
whatever you happen to fancy. It won't
spoil the drink in any way if you are
really thirsty : it will actually seem to
" make " it.
Miners, footballers and
others have adopted this with highly
successful results. I might mention here
that water, which is taken by so many
runners on long jaunts, is almost useless
as a thirst-quencher : any drink taken
ought to have sugar in it because it is not

only thirst that is weakening you but
lack of energy : water doesn't supply any
of the latter, but sugar does.

You can often eliminate severe muscu¬
lar cramp by a slightly stronger solution
of salt followed by reduced exercise of
the kind that caused the trouble : on at
least three occasions in recent years
athletic records have been accomplished
after attacks of cramp had been dealt
with in this manner. But be careful not
to overdo the salt or you may find you
are treating yourself to an emetic.
One sure Item emerges from all this :
your absolutely best performance can
only be managed when the weather is
cool enough to prevent profuse perspira¬
tion : only then can you attain your
personal optimum, though your training
may enable you to beat others under any
conditions. Take care, then, to see that
your clothing for exercise is as light as
you can make it : it's better and easier
for you to be on the over-cool side than
even a triflle on the over-warm.

your

would imply. So when you sweat to
beat the band " a high percentage of
your available energy is being sidetracked
to your refrigerating plant which would
otherwise have been avai'able for the
exercise you have in hand. This will
explain why you wilt so quickly in un¬
duly hot weather.

JACK and JIM
A Story of Friendship Through Sport
By JOHN E. FARRELL,

"

You can understand, then, that con¬
tinual heavy doses of perspiration will
weaken your system and. if persisted in.

(Scottish Cross-Country Champion, 1938, 1948)
back in the fall of 1932
A WAY
Shettleston Harriers held a trial for
the Midland Relay championship. A
young newcomer won from a field of
experienced runners by such a comfort¬
able margin and in so

fast

a time that

your becoming stale : if
already in fairly decent trim
the result may be even more serious.
This should teach us that extra clothing

the club officials wondered. Some went
down to get a check up on their watches,
others suggested that he must have cut
the trail.
Both were wrong. The
solution was that a new star had arrived

induce perspiration and thereby reduce
weight is. in nearly every case, a mis¬
taken practice. After all. staleness is
only temporary exhaustion due to over¬
work and can be completely cured in a
week or two by reasonable moderation.

Flockhart. This young
proved by winning the Scottish
country championship in his first
that he was a natural runner of
pionship class.

will result

II

in

you arc not

to

The loss of salt through

perspiration

has another effect which docs not seem
to have been recognised until compara¬
tively recently : among other things it is
apt to lead to cramp in the muscles.
Fortunately the remedy is very simple add salt to your diet, or if you don't

—J. C.

right

out

—

of the blue

in

the person of

athlete
cross¬
season

cham¬

with the leaders

start,

fell back

running with tremendous confidence.
How he won at Brussels is now athletic
history. What is less well known was
Jim's change of tactics. Normally an
aggressive

stars perhaps a little unfairly
by virtue of his lack of experience. At
any rate after a gallant fight and despite
suffering a foot injury he finished 12th at
Newport. Next year at Ayr he was up

brilliant

—

the

Plockhart Changes Tactics and Wins.
In 1937. Flockhart was very fit and

An International right away he was
made co-favourite with Holden and other
English

at

after stitching badly but fought back
gallantly to earn 6th place, an excellent
position in all conscience but because of
Flockhart's class and potential, regarded
as merely moderate.
Next year Flockhart struggled into
1 3th place at Paris, where Holden made
it a hat-trick of wins and it looked as if
the Shcttleston man was to be denied an
International victory.

Flockhart

runner prone to forcing tactics
ran his greatest race with

judgment

and

unaccustomed

repose. True he lay handy not too far
away from the leading group but he did
not actually join with them and assume
command til! about 2 miles from horn*
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when running with exhilarating abandon
he made every post a winning one to
finish a long sixty yards in front of
dapper little Sicard of France.

Both had their choice and fragrant
in the International arena.
Both had their dark hours. But always
in triumph and defeat they fought with
courage typical of the lion sported on
the Belgian and Scottish singlet.
Brussels Did Not Forget.
moments

Chapelle's Debut.
In this same Brussel's race a dark.
handsome and rather serious young man
made his International debut for Belgium,
and finished a creditable 11th. This was
Jean Chapclle who was to form a rather
remarkable friendship with rival Jim
Flockhart as well as to write some heroic
pages in athletic history.

Fireworks at Belfast.
International champion Jim Flockhart
possibly suffering from the reaction of
his great victory of the previous year
did not set the heather on fire at Belfast
and finished well down the park. On
the contrary his pal Chapelle ran the
race of his life to finish runner-up to the
Cambridge star C. A. J. Emery. It will
always be open to argument whether
Chapelle might have won had he not set
quite such a hectic pace in the early
stages of the race. Certainly instead of
Chapelle his name would more aptly
have been gazelle— for he ran like one
that day. His beautiful action was the
subject of favourable comment from all
around.
At Cardiff in 1939 both Chapclle and
Flockhart ran well for their respective
countries. The former finished a grand
6th. while the Litter's 12th position was
largely the result of a gallant last lap
effort.
The Years that the I-ocusts
Harh Eaten.
The war put a stop to International
sport but Flockhart and Chapelle met
often around Brussels, and in their fugitive
meetings the near veterans talked of old
times.

Their interest in the sport never Bagged.
Plockhart shone in major army team
championships and Chapclle continued to
set records, and on more than one
occasion was publicly acclaimed as the
" Athlete of the Year."
Resumption of Internationals.
Though now in the veteran stage both
Flockhart and Chapelle still had the class

their countries but neither
the heather on fire at Ayr.

Both veterans were keen

|IM

Flockhart s 15th and first Scot was
fairly meritorious but Chapcllc's 29th
was (for him) mediocre.
The Peter Pans of Paris.
two " camarades " 1947 was
a wonderful year. The Belgian star gave

For these

the great Raphael Pujazon heaps of
trouble and finally finished a gallant and
magnificent runner-up to the French
wizard.

Flockhart selected only by vote of
Committee ran one of his wonder races
to finish 7th and 2nd Britisher home. The
running of these two veterans ranks
among the greatest cross-country exploits
of all time.
Belgium's Day at Reading.
Jim Flockhart ran moderately at
Reading but Chapelle with a grand 9th
place helped his country to their first ever
victory.
Last year at Dublin was by no means
a vintage one. for both runners finished
team

well back

to represent

really set

Photo by H W. Nealc
THE FRIENDLY RIVALS.
PLOCKHART AND JEAN (JACK)
CHAPELI.E.

a

at

Baldoylc,

And Then There Was One.
Minoun and Theys were together £
mile to go. They jumped the last gate

to

run

at

Brussels this year. For Flockhart it was
the scene of his memorable triumph, and
an opportunity to set up a Scottish
record of International appearances. For
Chapelle it was the place where he had
made his International debut.
Unfortunately it was not to be. But
Jack and Jim were both there— mostly
in the cnoacity of honoured guests. They
had a place of honour at the Boitsfort
Hippodrome. They were introduced
together at the evening banquet for teams,
guests and officials.
Among Ilis 9ouvenirs.
After the banquet a charming incident
took place. To mark his friendship with
Jimmy Flockhart and their healthy rivalry
throughout the years. " Jock " Chaj>clle
presented him with a magnificent gold
wristlet time-piece and stop watch. In
accepting this handsome gift Jim was
obviously too moved to say much but
1 know that this watch will be numbered
among his most cherished souvenirs.
English Internationlist Reg Gosney who
witnessed this informal presentation, said
" that it was one of the nicest things he
had ever seen." Yes. the International
at Brussels. 1950. was a memorable one
for these worthies.
Straining at the Leash.
It was said of the famous race-horse.
Prince Regent, that they were forced to
bring him out of retirement because the
old war-horse fretted so much for the
race-course. Similarly at Boitsfort the
two veterans were like greyhounds strain¬
ing at the leash.

All being well both Chapellc and
Flockhart hope to be present at Newport
scene of next year's International event.
It is improbable that they will be there
as contestants— but I would not say it is
an impossibility.
Maybe

When 1 ventured to suggest to Flock¬
hart that he might try again— he did not
give a categorical denial, but there was
a glint in his eye. Similarly Chapelle
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shrugged his shoulders with a gesture
that could mean anything.
Getting ready to drive to the air-port
to see Jimmy and the boys off. Jack
oj>ened the back of his car and showed
me his spikes. Adhering to them were
mud and blades of grass. They were
not the immaculate shoes of a runner
who has hung them up irrevocably and
for good. He pointed towards madame
with a gesture which seemed to say,

Perhajw if madame permits."
Whether or not Jim and Jack run
seriously again they have earned for
themselves a niche in athletic history
that cannot be erased.
But even more imj>ortant their friend¬
ship symbolises the inherent friendliness
and charm of the sport of cross-country.
"

Yes.

vive le sport, vive la camaraderie

'

This interesting comment about our
contributor and Maryhill Harrier, J. E.
Farrell was a front page feature in the
Belgian newspaper " Les Sports on 25th
March 1950:ONE LEFT FROM 1937.
One only ot the runner* who will linr np on
Saturday ut the irart of the crou-country Inter
ontlonal will have alrtatly taken part in thr race
laat run in Belgium in 19)7 at the Stockel rncccourae. Thai is ibc Seortman Farrcll. And aince
then ihr fir*t year thai he lined up in ihe Inter¬
national race John Farrell ha* taken part In every
»ueere ding eontot.
Hi* placing* in the International Championthip
la a» follow* i

—— —
—

19)7

2)rd.

I9M 8th.
19)9

7th.

l94A-25th.
1947—19th.

!948-29th.
1949—«th
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The Best Food for Athletes
In 1922 |. P. Clarke, of Belfast, vjas
lacking in stamina and almost unknown
in the athletic world. But early in 1923
he overheard a crack runner commending
Orxone Emulsion for stamina, so he began
taking it. A month later he became the
half-mile and mile champion of Ireland.
Next year he repeated his principal 1923
victories. During those two seasons he
carried olf 160 prizes.
A most interesting article about Clarke
and his method of training will be found
in a little book entitled " The Easy Road
to Health." 9d. post free Irom The Orzonc
Shop. 72 St. Vincent St.. Glasgow. C.2.
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